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Reginald Skelton Was Chief Engineer, And Offical Photographer To Captain Scott's Discovery

Expedition; My memories of my grandfather are of an old, but still fit and upright, man who had

a deep gravelly voice and chuckled a lot. I was only ten when he died in 1956 and he never, as

far as I can remember, told me anything about his time in the Antarctic. Forty two years after

his death we had, in a sense, changed places and I was getting the full story. By then into my

fifties, seated in the library at the Scott Polar Research Institute (SPRI) in Cambridge, I began

reading the Antarctic journals of Reginald Skelton, not yet out of his twenties, who had been

chosen as Scott's chief engineer on the Discovery Expedition. Directly outside the window in

front of my desk was the building site which was to become the bright, airy Shackleton

Memorial Library. The archivist, Bob Headland, apologised for the terrible noise of the

construction work, which he feared would frustrate any attempt to concentrate, but all I could

hear was the sound of the Discovery's bows scrunching through the pack ice and the howl of

the Antarctic wind as the ship fought to hold her own in the teeth of storm force Southerly

squalls off Coulman Island. Since then I have been back to Cambridge to read the seven

volumes of Reginald Skelton's Discovery Journals, and his sledging diaries, more times than I

can keep track of but every time something new catches my attention. There is a freshness in

this account, written by a young man describing events even as they take place, as he

experiences them without knowing what is to follow, which is lost in any retrospective telling of

the tale. Through the publication of this book I hope many other people, who would not

otherwise have the opportunity to read the original journals, will be able to share the pleasure

of vicarious participation in the Expedition. There is another purpose in bringing this book to

the public. Skelton, whose name is by no means universally known, was, nevertheless, an

important member of the Expedition and many books about Discovery include quotations from

his journals. Since becoming familiar with the journals, I have found out that not all these

passages are faithfully reproduced. I am aware of at least two supposedly scholarly books

which contain misquotations from Skelton's journals. Whereas innocent mistakes can be made

in interpreting hand-written documents, the distortion in some instances is of an order which

suggests deliberate misrepresentation. The present book gives all serious students of the

history of Antarctic exploration access to the full authentic text.

About the AuthorJUDY SKELTON - a profile Judy acquired the taste for travel early in life when

the family accompanied her father, an officer in the Royal Navy, on postings to Malta and

Gibraltar in the 1950s. Her career, in the voluntary sector of international development,

involved living in a number of distinctly warm places, including India, Mexico and Tanzania.

Then, in 1997, unaware of the consequences it would have, Judy read a travel book about

Antarctica. She had grown up knowing that her grandfather, Reginald Skelton, had

accompanied Captain Falcon Scott on his Discovery Expedition to the Antarctic from 1901-4,

and she had occasionally dipped into her father's books about it, but now she was seized with

the desire to know about Reginald's experiences in detail. A visit to the Ross Sea area of

Antarctica, including McMurdo Sound where Discovery was moored for over two years, further

fired her newfound enthusiasm. Judy then had to find a part-time job to enable her to spend

time in the archives of the Scott Polar Research Institute (SPRI) in Cambridge, to which

Reginald had bequeathed all his Antarctic papers: journals, correspondence and technical



documents. At first, she intended simply to read these papers, but before long, with the

encouragement of SPRI staff, she found herself working with another Discovery descendant on

"Discovery Illustrated: Pictures from Captain Scott's First Antarctic Expedition", a book to

celebrate the centenary of the start of the expedition. The success of "Discovery Illustrated",

which had included quotations from Reginald's graphic and lively journals, encouraged Judy to

bring their full text to publication, under the title "The Antarctic Journals of Reginald Skelton:

Another Little Job for the Tinker" to celebrate the centenary of the expedition's return. She is

currently working on two further projects related to Reginald Skelton: An illustrated catalogue

of Discovery photographs (Reginald was in charge of photography on the expedition); a

monograph on the early development of motorised sledges, on which Reginald worked with

Captain Scott between his two Antarctic expeditions. She is also considering the possibility of a

biography of Reginald Skelton. The 'Friends of SPRI' exist to support the work of SPRI,

principally through fund-raising, and Judy has served on the committee for some years,

currently as Treasurer. Sponsored events are a major source of the Friends' income, and in

2006 Judy went on their first 'Great Dog-Sledging Challenge' in Arctic Norway. She hopes to go

trekking in Greenland on a future event. In 2007, Judy and her grandfather were the subject of

a Radio 4 programme in a series on inheritance. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.
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PREFACEWith the centenary of the ‘heroic age’ of Antarctic exploration has come a welcome

resurgence of interest in polar history and a more general realisation that the tragedy of Scott’s

Terra Nova Expedition is by no means the full story. It has provided an opportunity to bring

Discovery, Scott’s first venture into Antarctica, out of the shadow of his later expedition.

Reginald Skelton’s vivid account of his experiences as Chief Engineer in the Discovery

provides an intriguing glimpse of the everyday life of the Expedition.Towards the end of the

18th Century, Captain Cook made the first recorded crossing of the Antarctic Circle, but did not

penetrate far enough to reach the continental landmass we now know to be there. Several

expeditions were subsequently despatched from Europe and America during the first half of

the 19th Century, succeeding in reaching and mapping relatively small and isolated stretches

of the coast of Antarctica. Notable among these were the two led by Sir James Clark Ross, in

his ships Erebus and Terror, who managed to break through the pack ice, enter the

Southernmost sea which bears his name, and reach what we now call the Ross Ice Shelf. He

also gave his name to the island at the Eastern extremity of this ‘Great Ice Barrier’, and those

of his two ships to its massive volcanoes, which became the dramatic backdrop to Discovery’s

two year sojourn in the ice.0.1 Map showing stretches of Antarctic coastline surveyed by the

end of the 19th Century and indicating areas assigned to the four co-operating National

ExpeditionsThere then followed a period of about fifty years in which polar exploration, as

opposed to purely commercial interest in the exploitation of marine resources, was

concentrated on the Arctic. However, much was learned in Northern latitudes during this time

which influenced the approaches and techniques put into practice by a new wave of

expeditions to Antarctica that began in the last decade of the 19th Century. Under the

chairmanship of Sir Clements Markham, himself very keen to see a revival of interest in the

South, the International Geographical Congress of 1895 passed a resolution exhorting

scientific societies throughout the world to do all they could to promote the investigation of

Antarctica as “the greatest piece of geographical exploration still to be undertaken.”Before the

turn of the century, two expeditions had overwintered in the Antarctic. The first, with Belgian

financial support, and incidentally including young Roald Amundsen in its ship’s company, was

led by Adrien de Gerlache and overwintered at sea when his ship Belgica was trapped in the

ice. The second, financed by private British money, was led by Carsten Borchgrevink in the

Southern Cross and overwintered in a small hut at Cape Adare, on the North Western edge of

the entrance to the Ross Sea. Neither expedition was in a position to achieve much in terms of

the extensive exploration of Antarctica or the scientific investigations, for example into geo-

magnetism, geology, meteorology etc., so important at the time.Meanwhile, in response to the

clarion call of the 1895 Congress, a number of expeditions were being organised in European

countries, with varying levels of support from their governments. Three of these, the British (in



Discovery under Captain Scott), German (in Gauss, under Professsor Dr. von Drygalski) and

Swedish (in Antarctic under Nordenskjöld), joined later by a fourth, Scottish expedition (in

Scotia under Bruce), agreed to co-operate by working in different geographic areas and co-

ordinating their scientific investigations by, for instance, making their magnetic measurements

at the same time, on days known as ‘term days’.All four expeditions were able to gather

important information, some of which was still in the process of publication as late as 1931, but

by far the most successful, both in terms of geographical exploration and the quantity and

diversity of scientific results obtained was Discovery. The Ross Sea proved to have been a

most favourable area of operation and Scott’s leadership and scientific abilities, together with a

highly motivated team of scientists and ship’s company, meant the expedition could take full

advantage of its situation.0.2 Poster advertising the Exhibition at the Bruton GalleriesHaving

started out in early August 1901, Discovery returned in September 1904 to great acclaim,

mounting a public exhibition of drawings, photographs and artefacts a mere two months later

and managing to publish their 13 volumes of reports within just a few years of their return.

Discovery can truly be said to have laid the foundations of scientific research in Antarctica.Judy

Skelton, July 2004

CONTENTSIntroductionEditor’s NotePart 1: Dundee to Antarctica (1900 to 11th January

1902)In which: Discovery is built, provisioned and fêted before setting sail for the unknown

south; the expedition reaches the Antarctic continent five months later having visited Madeira,

South Trinidad, South Africa, Macquarie Island and New Zealand en route for coaling, re-

provisioning, repairs and scientific purposes, being met everywhere with generosity and

hospitality.Part 2: In the Ross Sea (12th January to 10th March 1902)In which: Discovery

steams south in search of a safe winter haven; land is discovered on the far side of the ‘Great

Ice Barrier’, the ship reaching further East than any previous expedition; the first Antarctic flight

is made by hydrogen balloon; the expedition establishes Winter Quarters in McMurdo ‘Bay’ to

the South West of Ross Island; a number of preliminary sledging journeys are undertaken.Part

3: The Fading of the Light (10th March to 30th April 1902)In which: the Cape Crozier party fails

to reach the message post and the return of Barne’s party ends in tragedy; the ship is frozen in

and preparations are made for winter; the engineering department is kept very busy, not least

by the troublesome windmill intended to light the ship through the months of darkness; the

‘Great Emperor penguin hunt’ provides good sport; and spirits are raised with the first issue of

the ‘South Polar Times’.Part 4: The First Winter (1st May to 31st August 1902)In which: the

windmill is finally blown to smithereens, to the relief of the engineering department; all types of

scientific endeavour continue, only suspended in the wild worst of weather; Bernacchi and

Skelton almost perish in a blizzard within a quarter of a mile of the ship; many forms of

entertainment are devised to while away the time on board; all hands take exercise outside

when they can and experience the magic of the aurora and the profound silence of calm

moonlit days; preparations begin for the forthcoming sledging season.Part 5: Sledging Near

and Far (1st September to 29th November 1902)In which: the Expedition’s sledgers develop

their skills, through numerous short reconnaissance and depôt-laying outings, in preparation

for the epic journeys to come later in the season; Royds’ party succeeds in reaching the Cape

Crozier message post with information of Discovery’s whereabouts for the relief ship; Skelton,

with Evans and Quartley, discovers the first Emperor penguin colony seen by humans and

takes the first photographs of Emperor chicks; Scott’s party start on their journey to explore as

far South as possible; Armitage organises sports to celebrate the King’s birthday.Part 6:

Discovery of the Polar Plateau (27th November 1902 to 19th January 1903)In which:



Armitage’s 12-man party, including Skelton, set out for the Western Mountains; having

ascended the Blue Glacier, they find further progress blocked by high mountains and are

obliged to negotiate a steep descent to the Ferrar Glacier; a number of seal carcases are found

at mystifyingly high altitudes; a plateau is reached at 9,000 ft; Armitage and the fitter members

of the party venture as far across the plateau as time allows, but their hope of finding its far

side is not fulfilled; all then return to the ship with one man, Macfarlane, seriously unwell.Part 7:

Relief, but No Escape (19th January to 23rd September 1903)In which: Discovery rejoices at

the arrival of the relief ship Morning, bringing mail, coal and other provisions; Scott, Shackleton

and Wilson return from their furthest South journey, no dogs having survived; all efforts to free

Discovery from the ice fail and her ship’s company face a second year in Antarctica; Morning

returns to New Zealand with ten of Discovery’s men, including Shackleton who is invalided

home, his place in the Ward Room being taken by Mulock of the Morning; food supplies are

augmented by catching seals, skuas and fish; Skelton sets up acetylene lighting, the winter

passing quietly with scientific work and sledging preparations continuing as before.Part 8: Final

Sledging, then Home Again (23rd September 1903 to 8th September 1904)In which: Skelton

accompanies Scott on a second Western journey but is obliged to return prematurely when two

members of the party are taken ill; human efforts to free Discovery, before and after the relief

ships Morning & Terra Nova arrive, fail until a swell breaks the ice up; all three ships set sail for

New Zealand, stopping briefly at the Auckland Islands where the ship is cleaned up and

repainted, and the ship’s company enjoy good hunting; Discovery spends two months in New

Zealand, during which time Skelton becomes engaged to Sybil, before voyaging home via

South America, the Falkland Islands and the Azores.AcknowledgementsDiscovery Ship’s

Company in the AntarcticList of IllustrationsIndex0.3 Ice ridges, looking towards Mt. Erebus

from Seal Bay (SK226)

INTRODUCTIONMy memories of my grandfather are of an old, but still fit and upright, man

who had a deep gravelly voice and chuckled a lot. I was only ten when he died in 1956 and he

never, as far as I can remember, told me anything about his time in the Antarctic.0.4

‘Grandfather’ (Reginald Skelton) at 78 in 1950Forty two years after his death we had, in a

sense, changed places and I was getting the full story. By then into my fifties, seated in the

library at the Scott Polar Research Institute (SPRI) in Cambridge, I began reading the Antarctic

journals of Reginald Skelton, not yet out of his twenties, who had been chosen as Scott’s chief

engineer on the Discovery Expedition.Directly outside the window in front of my desk was the

building site which was to become the bright, airy Shackleton Memorial Library. The archivist,

Bob Headland, apologised for the terrible noise of the construction work, which he feared

would frustrate any attempt to concentrate, but all I could hear was the sound of the

Discovery’s bows scrunching through the pack ice and the howl of the Antarctic wind as the

ship fought to hold her own in the teeth of storm force Southerly squalls off Coulman

Island.Since then I have been back to Cambridge to read the seven volumes of Reginald

Skelton’s Discovery Journals, and his sledging diaries, more times than I can keep track of but

every time something new catches my attention. There is a freshness in this account, written

by a young man describing events even as they take place, as he experiences them without

knowing what is to follow, which is lost in any retrospective telling of the tale. Through the

publication of this book I hope many other people, who would not otherwise have the

opportunity to read the original journals, will be able to share the pleasure of vicarious

participation in the Expedition.There is another purpose in bringing this book to the public.

Skelton, whose name is by no means universally known, was, nevertheless, an important



member of the Expedition and many books about Discovery include quotations from his

journals. Since becoming familiar with the journals, I have found out that not all these passages

are faithfully reproduced. I am aware of at least two supposedly scholarly books which contain

misquotations from Skelton’s journals. Whereas innocent mistakes can be made in interpreting

hand-written documents, the distortion in some instances is of an order which suggests

deliberate misrepresentation. The present book gives all serious students of the history of

Antarctic exploration access to the full authentic text.0.5 Reginald Skelton, Discovery’s Chief

EngineerThere was no naval tradition in the Lincolnshire family into which Reginald Skelton

was born at Long Sutton on 3rd June 1872. His paternal grandfather was a farmer, married to a

farmer’s daughter, who also set up a business as a corn and general merchant and brewer with

two of his sons, one of whom was Reginald’s father, William. Reginald’s mother, Ellen Ann

Brown, came from similar stock. The sixth of nine children, Reginald was educated at

Bromsgrove school, where an uncle by marriage was Headmaster. He did not go into the family

business, which was by now not doing very well, and on leaving school in 1887 at the age of

15, young Reginald entered the Royal Navy as an engineering student at Keyham, Devonport.

After qualifying as Assistant Engineer in 1892, he served in a number of ships, principally the

troopship Malabar from where he was assigned in 1894 to the China station flagship, the

Centurion. It must have been during this period that he saw Mt Fuji, which he was later to

compare with Mt Erebus while on the Discovery Expedition (see the entry for 4th September

1902 in Part 5). He was promoted to Engineer in January 1898, eventually becoming one of

Robert Falcon Scott’s shipmates in April 1900 when he joined the Majestic, flagship in the

Channel Squadron. He received his Chief Engineer’s certificate in 1901. Scott, himself officially

appointed to lead the expedition in June 1900, chose Skelton to be Discovery’s Chief Engineer,

but correspondence between the two men shows that Scott had to do a bit of chivvying to

obtain his release from the Admiralty. At last, on 15th September 1900, Scott was able to write

to Skelton from the Queen’s Hotel in Dundee to say that his discharge had gone forth but

commented:“Methods at the Admiralty are so odd that one never quite knows when anything is

going to happen but I trust it means that you will be relieved very shortly.”Lt. Royds had been

released in August, to supervise the building of Discovery, and Skelton was able to join him in

Dundee early in October to share in this work and to look after the installation of the machinery.

By 5th October Skelton was writing to Scott, who had gone to Norway to consult Nansen,

giving him his first, critical, impressions. Scott’s reply from Christiania (later to become Oslo) on

11th October indicates his satisfaction with Skelton’s thorough, methodical approach to his

work.“Your idea of reporting progress is excellent and I should be glad if you will make a

weekly report…[and referring to a criticism of some of the work in Dundee] I have long

suspected that the proceedings in this respect have been going on in a most casual and

irresponsible manner and am now quite convinced of the fact.”Scott was soon giving Skelton

an additional responsibility when he wrote on 12th October:“My dear Skelton, Just a line to

advise you, if you have the time and opportunity, to work up the subject of photography. It will, I

think, prove a matter of interest to you and of great service to the expedition.”The photographs

with which this book is illustrated, together with the many journal entries about photography,

the dark room, developing and printing, etc., are ample evidence that he took Scott’s advice to

heart and for the rest of his life remained an enthusiastic amateur photographer. Many other

little jobs followed, not all directly connected with engineering. On 14th October Scott wrote

asking Skelton to enquire about the “art and game of ‘curling’. I have a vague idea we might

make something out of it…something of this sort of sport might be indulged in a winter

season.” Then in a letter dated 28th October, he remarked “the ice in the South is quite



different from that in the North…If you can read about the Southern conditions and think out

requirements for wintering and breaking through the ice you will I think appreciate what I

mean…In all these matters that refer to the machinery I want you to think out and decide every

detail of improvement that may suggest itself to you.” In December, Scott asked Skelton to

come to London for a week and sort out, before Christmas, a number of things he himself did

not have time to do, comprising arrangements for “1. Stoves, 2. Petroleum stoves, 3. Storage of

petroleum, 4. Petroleum lamps, 5. Dynamo, 6. Filter Tank, 7. Gossidge pump, 8. Oil engine

boats”. In one letter, Scott also discussed how many it would be sensible to take on the

expedition, observing that he thought the proposed complement “far too big” and that “If the

expedition is to be a success we must all be prepared to put our shoulder to the wheel and

each man at a pinch to do two men’s work.” Already, during this preparation period, Skelton

had demonstrated that this was something he was fully prepared to do and his journal is

testimony to his unfailing readiness to undertake with enthusiasm all that was asked of him. Of

course, Skelton’s principal role was to run the engineering ‘department’, comprising his

assistant, second engineer James Dellbridge, stokers William Lashly, William Page, Frank

Plumley, Arthur Quartley and Thomas Whitfield, and donkeyman William Hubert.0.6 The

Stoker’s Mess (SK170)Back Row L-R: William Lashly and William PageFront Row L-R: Arthur

Quartley (with cat ‘Blackwall’), William Hubert, Frank Plumley (with cat ‘Poplar’) and Thomas

Whitfield with sledge dog puppyOn the voyages to and from Antarctica, the engineering

department were all kept busy with the ship’s engines, even when favourable winds meant the

ship could be driven by sail alone and the fires could be allowed to go out, since there was

always maintenance and repair work to be done, but nor were they idle once Discovery was

iced in and the machinery had been prepared for its long hibernation. Throughout their time in

Winter Quarters, the engine room was bombarded with requests to repair broken equipment

and scientific instruments, as well as being asked to design and make new devices, such as

‘sledgeometers’ to measure the distance travelled by the sledges, and a ‘tide gauge’. Their

stock of spare parts was limited and they frequently had to make their own from scratch, often

by cannibalising disused items. They were a hard-working and resourceful team, confident in

their skills, who were very rarely defeated by any engineering challenge. Scott’s recognition of

the abilities of Skelton and his ‘department’ are evident in this passage from “The Voyage of

the Discovery”, the official record of the Expedition (Vol 1, p 69):“One of my earliest acts on

behalf of the expedition was to apply for his [Skelton’s] services, and it was certainly a

fortunate one: from first to last of our voyage, we never had serious difficulty with our

machinery or with anything concerning it.”Skelton had an engineer’s disdain for the practical

capabilities of scientists:“These scientific people may be alright at looking through a

microscope & making theories, but as a rule they are devilish little good at the practical work,

or catching their specimens…”though this never stopped him from being endlessly interested

in all branches of scientific endeavour on the Expedition. With equal enthusiasm he shot and

stuffed specimens for Wilson, collected bits of rock for Ferrar and jars of glacier meltwater for

Koettlitz’s bacteriology investigations, helped Hodgson haul his drag nets to scoop up weird

and wonderful marine creatures under the ice and was Bernacchi’s willing assistant and

understudy in making the painstaking gravity and magnetic measurements so important to the

international cooperation aspect of the Expedition’s brief.In the journal virtually everyone

outside the engineering department comes in for criticism for their lack of care in handling the

meteorological and sledging equipment, which was always coming into the workshop in a

battered state:“I think boxes ought to be made for these [primus] lamps. One can’t be too

careful with them, as they easily get out of order, & the comfort of the party depends on them



to a great extent. The men are most careless with them. The fact is they are too ‘heavy-handed’

- bound to break anything that requires careful handling.”His journal, no doubt acting as a

safety valve when he was feeling stressed, shows at times he felt he was being taken for

granted, but his love of all things mechanical and his pride in being able to meet each

professional challenge is evident throughout:“The Quartermaster broke up our observation

electric light last night, so another little job for the tinker. Shackleton’s typewriter broke down

this afternoon & he was in great despair that he wouldn’t be able to use it, but I managed to

patch it up for him so that it is quite as good as before. It is a Remington & is full of the most

cunning little mechanical contrivances.”There are many references to photography in the

journals, Skelton’s second major responsibility on the Expedition, from the difficulties of

developing at sea:“There is no doubt for photographic work in a small ship deep dishes should

be specially made for developing, not less than 2 to 3 inches deep. I have made a lead fixing

dish myself about 2½ inches deep, which has the advantages of keeping the hyposulphite from

splashing about & is also unlikely to roll about when the ship heels over.”and keeping his

shipmates’ enthusiasms under control:“The Dark Room is made too much of by almost

everybody who wants to snap off any odd picture. The consequence being that it is impossible

to keep things in order; one finds a developing dish has been used for washing out hypo or

even for fixing. I have put up rules in the Room specifying that everybody must clean up their

own mess & replace water, but it is of course impossible to keep everything straight, especially

as some of the photographers are exceedingly amateur.”To his overall responsibility for the

photographic images made by the Expedition:
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detailed and frank record of the day to day events, providing many examples of the technical

challenges of both the explorers' ship, Discovery, and of living and researching in the

Antarctic. Judy Skelton has transcribed his diaries and presents them to the reader just as they

were written and illustrated with many of Skelton's photographs taken as official photographer.

It is a great read both for those who are already familiar with the story and others looking for an

introduction to this remarkable expedition.”

The book by Ernesto Fulvio Lugaro has a rating of 5 out of 3.3. 3 people have provided

feedback.
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